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Whole Planet Foundation® (WPF) funds microlending 
programs in Thailand where Alter Eco sources rice, 
which is sold in Whole Foods Market® (WFM) stores. 
WPF is a WFM non-profit whose mission is to alleviate 
poverty by funding microlending programs where WFM 
sources products as a way to alleviate poverty and 
give back to our global communities. 

Through the Whole Foods Market Team Member 
Volunteer Program, WFM gives Team Members the 
unique opportunity to travel abroad with WPF to learn 
about WPF, see where and how WFM products are 
grown, provide community service, experience and 
learn from other cultures,and challenge themselves by 
exploring exciting countries around the globe.

WHOLE FOODS MARKET®  
TEAM MEMBER VOLUNTEER PROGRAM 



WFM TEAM MEMBER VOLUNTEER  
PROGRAM TRAVEL IN THAILAND

VISIT WITH ELEPHANT NATURE PARK 
AND SIGHTSEEING 

IN CHIANG MAI ARRIVAL 
IN BANGKOK

WPF MICROLENDING PARTNER 
SMALL ENTERPRISE 

DEVELOPMENT AND COMMUNITY 
SERVICE WITH WFM SUPPLIER 
PARTNER ALTER ECO IN SURIN



TEAM 
Victoria Williams (Florida Region, West Palm Beach Store) 

John Drozdzewicz (Northeast Region, Columbus Circle Store) 

Suzanne Serwatuk (Pacific Northwest Region, West Vancouver Store) 

Kalani Fayle (Rocky Mountain Region, Boise Store) 

Elizabeth Gutierrez (Southwest Region, Vineyard Store) 

Silas Pollitt (Southwest Region, Lamar Store) 

Kathy Paredes Armas (Midwest Region, Lincoln Park Store) 

Ariana Small (North Atlantic Region, Lynnfield Store) 

Shiva Muhamed (Rocky Mountain Region, SouthGlenn Store) 

Adriana Bayona (Southwest Region, Bellaire Store) 

Sarah Krippner (South Region, Regional Office)

GROUP COORDINATOR 
Chen Fye Tham 

Stephanie  

INDIA GUIDES 
Chen Fye Tham 

PROJECT COORDINATORS 
Stephanie Mack 

Chen Fye Tham 

WFM TEAM MEMBER VOLUNTEER 
PROGRAM MANAGER 
Genie Bolduc

11 Whole Foods Market® Team Member Volunteers traveled to Thailand to volunteer in Surin where  
Alter Eco sources rice sold in WFM stores. There they learned about the production of rice and visited 

with microcredit clients of  Small Enterprise Development, WPF’s microlending partner in Thailand. They 
participated in a home stay with the rice farmers and helped with community projects, adding a school 

activity area  and repairing a tree nursery at a local school. The volunteers visited Elephant Nature Park in 
Chiang Mai and cared for the elephants there by washing and feeding them. The volunteers visited 

cultural sites in Bangkok and Chiang Mai and learned about Thai cuisine, culture, traditions and dance.

2016 THAILAND SUMMARY



ITINERARY- 2 WEEKS 

Day 1: July 5 - Arrive Bangkok. 

Day 2: July 6 - Bangkok tour and overnight train to Surin. 

Day 3: July 7 - Surin - Team build session, followed by dinner at Rice Fund Surin (RFS) with board and staff. 

Day 4: July 8 - Surin - Visit with Whole Planet Foundation microfinance partner Small Enterprise Development to learn 
about micro lending programs, meet staff and visit microcredit clients and their businesses. 

Day 5: July 9 - Surin - Van to RFS and then intro to host families, separate into homestay groups. Green market in Surin 
organized by farmers, some of whom will be host families. 

Day 6: July 10 - Surin - Transport to community service sites for community activities - get to know the farmers, participate 
in farming activities (planting, composting, weeding, other crops). Activities include: farmer interview sessions, rice 
planting, composting, etc. Participate in homestay with local rice farmers and their families. 

Day 7: July 11 - Surin - Work on community service projects and participate in homestay with local farmers and their 
families.         

Day 8: July 12 - Surin - Work on community service projects and participate in homestay with local farmers and their 
families.                 

Day 9: July 13 - Surin - Work on community service projects and participate in homestay with local farmers and their 
families.                       

Day 10: July 14 - Surin - Work on community service projects and move back to hotel.                    

Day 11: July 15 - Surin/Chiang Mai - Van to Ubondurachi airport to fly to Chiang Mai. Relaxing evening. 

Day 12: July 16 - Chiang Mai Cooking class in Chiang Mai and tourism. 

Day 13: July 17 - Chiang Mai - visit to Elephant Nature Park  to learn about elephant preservation and care.     

Day 14: July 18 - Fly to Bangkok to return home.   

2016 THAILAND  
ITINERARY  
JULY 5 - 18



Learning a microcredit client’s craft

Visiting local markets Traveling in style

Making new friendsLearning about planting and growing rice

Playing games with local schoolchildren

Participating in home stays



Team Member volunteers 
were introduced to many 
different Thai dishes, 
helped the community at 
their local market. The 
Team Members 
participated in a Thai 
cooking class and learned 
how to make a variety of 
Thai dishes. They even 
were instructed on how to 
cook lotus cakes by a 
microcredit client of SED.

The team learned about 
the significance of 
elephants in Thai culture, 
their care and the 
importance of elephant 
conservation. They toured 
Bangkok by boat and 
traveled the city visiting 
temples and other historic 
sites

The Team Members 
participated in a home stay 
with the farmers from 
whom Alter Eco sources 
their rice and helped set up 
a local farmer’s market 
with the community.

FOOD

CULTURE

 TRADITION



WPF THAILAND MICROCREDIT PARTNER 
SMALL ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT

FEMALE 
CLIENTS

86.67% 93.60%

REPAYMENT 
RATE

5,886

WPF SUPPORTED 
CLIENTS BY 

DECEMBER 2016
History: 
In 1988, Small Enterprise Development Project was established to support 
the development of a microfinance system in Surin, Thailand and provide 
assistance to rural poor women in the creation of village banks within their 
communities. 
In 1996, the SED Project was transformed into the Small Enterprise 
Development Company, Ltd.( SED), a social enterprise to support the 
development of a microfinance system in Thailand and to provide 
assistance to rural poor women in the creation of village banks within their 
communities.  
In 2012, SED Company founded the SED Foundation to, among other 
things, assist SED the company in the non-financial services and trainings 
offered. 
SED’s vision is to alleviate poverty of low-income and poor families of 
Thailand and empower women through a sustainable poverty lending 
program.  The objectives of the village bank program are: 

• To alleviate poverty through credit services 
• To establish village banks that build savings in the community 
• To build a sustainable program 

Whole Planet Foundation Partnership: 
WPF entered into its first Program Related Investment (PRD), 0% interest 
local currency loan with Small Enterprise Development (SED) in February 
of 2009 for $562,500.    
In 2013, Small Enterprise Development Foundation (SEDF) was officially 
approved for its registration by the Surin Provincial Administration. In June 
2014, WPF assigned the previous three promissory notes totaling $562,500 
as a donation to SEDF. 
In June 2014, Whole Planet Foundation approved an additional $650,000, 
PRI, 0% interest, local currency loan over 3 years to support the expansion 
of SEDs main “Village Bank” loan product and expand into the new Burirum 
province reaching 3,000 borrowers and leveraging $1.3M in loans. 
WPF funds would directly support the expansion of SED at a critical stage 
of the projects development.  SED is now in a healthy position to expand 
village banking services after completing the long sought after strategy of 
implementing a partner foundation to assist in village bank development. 

SED employs the village banking (VB) model to deliver their microfinance 
services.   
The VB group is a support group who meet monthly to provide themselves 
with three essential services: 

• Small self-employment loans to start or expand their own 
businesses 

• An incentive to save, and a means of accumulating savings 
• A community-based system that provides mutual support and 

encourages personal empowerment. 

Village Banking groups represent grassroots democracy in action; members 
elect their own leaders, design their own bylaws, keep the books, manage 
the funds, and are responsible for loan supervision, including enforcing 
penalties for non-compliance. 
The Grameen Method and Village Banking have similarities but differ 
primarily in the roles and responsibilities of the center or the village bank.  
The committee of the village bank has far greater responsibilities and is 
heavily involved in the credit process.  The tight control and constant 
supervision in the Grameen Method is, in part, transferred to the group 
itself.  

Microfinance in Thailand: 
Although the Bank of Thailand and Thai Finance Ministry have recently 
begun to make very positive strides in developing an improved microfinance 
sector specifically by 1) increasing the interest rate cap from 18% to 36% 
and 2) drafting regulations on licensing financial and non-financial 
institutions to extend microfinance loans, the industry for now remains 
dominated by subsidized government lending initiatives. The recent 
changes have encouraged a few large commercial banks to move 
downmarket, but have yet to attract the wide array of microfinance 
institutions providing financial services to the bottom of the pyramid as 
observed in other countries in South East Asia. Furthermore, this also 
means that there is little ability for organizations like SED to access the 
capital markets due to lack of interest on the part of the banks concerning 
the industry. 

For more information: Small Enterprise Development

$225

AVERAGE  
1ST LOAN SIZE

http://www.mixmarket.org/mfi/sed/report


SMALL ENTERPRISE DEVELOPMENT  
A microcredit clients who is a seamstress demonstrated her business and taught several members of the team how she creates her products.

VISITING MICROENTREPRENEURS 
Team Members visited individual microcredit clients at their businesses where 
they learned about and got to participate in their crafts and learned about the 
clients’ successes and challenges.

CENTER MEETING 
The team attended center meeting to learn about the process of securing and repaying a loan. Then they visited individual clients’ businesses.

PAYMENT BOOKS 
Team Member volunteers learned about the payment books 
that microcredit clients keep and how they are maintained in 
the process of getting a microloan and repaying it.



ALTER ECO  
WHOLE FOODS MARKET  SUPPLIER PARTNER 

A letter from the co-founders of Alter Eco, Edouard 
and Mathieu: 

Dear loyal customers, 
Alter Eco is based on the premise that food is 
fundamental to life – and whole, healthy, delicious food 
can make life better for people all over the world. By 
working directly with the small-scale farmers who grow 
our quinoa, rice, sugar and cacao, helping them institute 
Fair Trade and Organic practices and assisting them in 
improving both quality of food and quality of life, we’re 
creating a system that benefits everyone involved. Our 
values extend to the flora, fauna and fields – we work 
with our co-op partners to preserve heirloom grains, 
replenish and reforest the land. And as a GHG Protocol 3  
Carbon Zero business, we offset more carbon than we 
emit. 

But the achievement we’re most proud of is the family 
we’ve created. Together with our farmers, employees, 
investors and customers, we’re taking an adventure 
through food, and creating a vision of the future that’s fair, 
prosperous, healthy and mouth-watering. Though we 
can’t all break bread at the same table, we like to think 
that every time we crack open a bag or bar of Alter Eco 
here in the states, we’re sharing a lively meal with 
Gustavo in Bolivia, Sompoi in Thailand, Grover in 
Ecuador – and you.  

B the Change,  
Edouard Rollet, Co-Founder and COO   
Mathieu Senard, Co-Founder and CEO 

www.alterecofoods.com

http://www.alterecofoods.com


ALTER ECO RICE
The volunteers learned how the rice comes from the field to the factory and how much work goes into assuring the quality of Rice Fund Surin rice. 
as it makes it’s way onto Whole Foods Market shelves under the Alter Eco label.



ALTER ECO RICE
Team Members participated in planting a rice field with the community and learned about the importance of growing organic rice to the community of 
Surin and the rice farmers who live there.



PROJECTS
The volunteers added an activity room/patio with a roof to a local school to provide more space for school activities. They  leveled 
ground, mixed concrete, carried it to the project, painted, planted trees and rebuilt a greenhouse for the school where the students 
could lean about conservation and reforestation.



Team Members learned about rice 
planting, growing, harvesting, 
threshing and drying. They helped the 
community to plant rice and observed 
the process from beginning to end. 

The volunteers lived in the community 
with the rice cooperative members and 
worked, cooked, played and shared 
meals together. 

The community housed and fed the 
volunteers in their homes, inviting them 
in with open arms and welcoming them 
as family. 

PARTICIPATE LEARN SHARE

When Team Member volunteers visit Alter Eco and the rice farmers 
of Surin Rice Fund they not only learn about the production of  
organic rice but by living with the rice farmers in home stays, they 
also about life in rural Thailand. Food and customs are shared and 
bonds are formed that  last a lifetime. 

BUILDING RELATIONSHIPS



REFORESTATION

PARTICIPATING IN GREEN TREK FROM THAILAND

TEAMWORK



THAILAND



“This trip hasn't felt like "volunteer" work but more like a community coming 
together to make a change. Thank you Whole Foods for sending us on this 
unforgettable journey.”

SHIVA

“I've never worked so hard in my life and I wouldn't let myself represent 
Canada and Whole Foods Market differently.  I've never taken so much 
pride in doing a project and in the end I was thanking them for letting me do 
it.  I would do it all over again in a heartbeat. 

I'm forever changed and inspired.  The community wouldn't stop thanking us 
for coming in and doing the project and learning about organic rice farming 
but I thought I had more to be thankful for.  I left Thailand a new person that 
had a slightly new path in life that will forever be better and more heartfelt 
and more compassionate and more grateful because I met and 
experienced Thailand with all these people.  My family got bigger and so 
did my heart.”

SUZANNE
“The experience with the families in 
Surin was so meaningful. We created 
bonds with people with lives that are 
so much different than ours and it was  
beautiful. The workers at Rice Fund 
Surin were amazing. They take so 
much pride in their rice and their 
products it was so inspiring and such 
a great reason to encourage 
customers to really think about what 
they are purchasing and its source. I 
think the thing that had the most 
impact for me wasn't really an event of 
some sort but more the connections 
made and the stories told between so 
many different people.”

ADRIANA

“The most impactful part of the trip for me was seeing the microloan 
recipients in action.  When I'm working at a Whole Foods Market store, the 
connection to the Whole Planet Foundation and how it really impacts 
people across the world is harder to see.  When I saw how grateful people 
are to receive a loan and change their lives, it astounded me.  One 
microloan recipient used a bucket with charcoal and a pan to make sweet 
pancakes, and it was life-changing for her.  For me, this was incredible and 
connected the whole process together. When I came back and explained 
to my customers, with tears in my eyes and happiness in my heart that 
they are in the right spot and the right store.”

KATHY

ARIANA

“I LOVED meeting the microloan 

recipients. I was surprised by some of 
the businesses and simply yet effective 
they were. My favorite was a carpenter 
who made this phenomenal rest huts 
that were delicate/intricate in their 
design but sturdy when put together.”

SILAS
 “Any time you sweat and bleed next to 
someone for the same cause, you build 
trust. We only spend a week in Surin, 
but the bonds we formed were like 
family very quickly.”

KALANI
 “For me the school was the most monumental experiment of the trip. The 
unforgettable families we stayed with had children that went to the school 
where we volunteered. Being able to help support the work of the families 
within the village, and knowing these children will someday profit and inherit 
these farms was unbelievable.  It's a remarkable life changing experience 
that I'll never forget, nor take for granted.”

SHIVA
 “I am so thankful and grateful that I 
was granted the opportunity to go on 
this trip. It definitely is a once in a 
lifetime experience that is so unique 
from anything else.”



2016 THAILAND WFM TMVP IMPACT 

11 TEAM MEMBERS 
TRAVELED TO 

THAILAND

1 CLASS AREA BUILT 
FOR AN ELEMENTARY 

SCHOOL

9 MICROCREDIT 
CLIENTS MET

1 NURSERY REBUILT 
FOR CONSERVATION 
AND REFORESTATION 

EDUCATION


